
Overview
● Fifty State Suds is seeking +/- $60,000 for moving our soaps to an automated process and to continue 

scaling our business by creating soap molds in bulk and increasing product variations.

● Mission: provide you with good-smelling, clean, natural soap embodying the smell of your state so that 
you may cleanse yourself in the fragrance of your home, taking it with you wherever you go.

● The Michigan Soap: a blend of sweet cherries and apple blossom available in Traditional Michigan, Go 
Blue Edition, and Go Green Edition. Expanding to other soap states starting with OH, WI, LA, and CA.

● Our products are currently listed for $5.99 a piece and are offered on a variety of platforms for several 
revenue streams.

● Projected sales of 96 bars of soap for our first round for a total of $459.84 in revenue for a total profit of 
$278.46 after start up costs and supplies. We currently half way to our goal, have broken even, and are 
in the profitable zone for our business model. 

● Why soap and why now? With a worldwide pandemic, soap could not be more prevalent and we found 
a way to make it fun, exciting, and unique by catering to the idea of home. Currently, we are marketing 
to consumers for the holidays as this is a personalized and handcrafted gift to give to loved ones.
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Opportunity
● 66% of Americans use bar soap

● In our second round of producing soap we were able to get our margins from 35% to 67%, labor cost 
included

● We sold 46 bars of soap within our first week of sales, equal to 185.84. If we continue our current 
weekly sales, not accounting for any additional income from expanding, for a year we would bring in 
$9663.68

● Target market: middle aged women who shop online boutiques for artisanal and handcrafted products
○ Those with money to afford extra luxuries and more expense, handcrafted products for not only 

themselves but to gift.
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Strategy
● Our products are currently listed for $5.99 a piece on various platforms to give our 

customer base a wide range of platforms depending on purchasing preference.
○ Etsy: FiftyStateSuds
○ Our website: https://fifty-state-suds.business.site
○ The platform: www.buyumich.edu
○ DM on both Facebook (@fiftystatesuds506) and Instagram (@fiftystatesuds)
○ Meeting with prospective small businesses and boutiques. 

● Currently produce soap through a melt and pour process with molds. We want to move 
to a semi-automated process using a machine and molds to decrease labor costs and 
increase efficiency.

● Start with one machine producing one type of soap per day, then clean machine and 
switch out type of soap formula.

○ Incorporate more machines, producing one type of soap continuously, as we 
expand
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Management
Team Leader & Outreach: Zach Layle
Whether it is leading a small group from a managerial position or leading 280 soldiers during military training Zach 
serves as our project manager with his developed leadership skills. He currently works to organize team meetings and 
task delegation, take and process orders, as well as continue outreach and looking into options for scaling our company. 
He is currently majoring in Psychology with a minor in Entrepreneurship.

Engineering for 3D molds and Automation: John Yu
John is our engineering expert and has worked to design models of our soap in CAD, 3D print these models, and create 

in-house silicone soap molds around these. As we move into expansion, he is researching methods for a 
semi-automated soap making process. He is currently majoring in mechanical engineering and has experience in 

mechanical design and process engineering.

Finances & Supply Procurement: Marshall Hayes
Marshall serves as our financial officer and keeps our start up costs, our fixed costs, variable costs, and profit margins. In 
addition to this, he works to procure our supplies for production such as soap base and molds. He is currently majoring in 
Economics with a minor in Entrepreneurship. 

Branding & Current Production: Hannah Watts
Hannah serves as our branding and marketing coordinator as she designed our company’s logo and packaging 

as she is majoring in communication and media. She is also currently in charge of our melt and pour soap 
production. She has had experience in running her own businesses and currently manages her own company, a 

profitable at home business baking, which she created and branded herself.
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Sources and Uses
● Fifty State Suds is seeking +/- $60,000 for moving our soaps to an automated process and to 

continue scaling our business by creating molds in bulk and increasing product variations.

○ $20,000 used for the construction of prototype and outsourcing to create 2 of our 
semi-automated machine

○ $5,000 on supplies for soap base, additional ingredients, and packaging
○ $25,000 toward commercial/industrial rental space to house production and pay for utilities of 

the space
○ $10,000 towards paid advertisements, boosting social media posts, and marketing efforts.
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